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Characteristic

Dry & Wet Dual Purpose

1400W Strong Suction

Cord Retractable

Safety Protection Device to ensure normal work of the motor

Base with jack to store accessories easily

Blowing function to satisfy deferent people’s requirement 

Name of Parts
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You can choose suitable accessories for different condition.
Floor Brush
Press down the side of bristle button with  mark “ ”and then 
use the bristle extended for hard floor. Press down the side of
bristle button with mark “━”and then use the bristle retracted 
for hard floor.

            
Absorbing Brush 
For clean the water on the hard floor or the carpet.
Triangle Brush

For cleaning bookshelf, windows, desktop etc.

            

Crevice Tool
For cleaning corner edge and draws etc where is difficult to clean.
Blowing Door 
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For blowing the dust in the gap.
Warning 
1. Read this instruction booklet carefully.
2. This appliance is for domestic use only. Use as described in this 

instruction booklet.
3. Before using the appliance, check if the mains power voltage 

corresponds to the voltage shown on the rating plate.
4. It is class Ⅱ electric appliance, so it need not be earthed.
5. Do not use it in the flammable and explosive place.（Fig1）
6. Do not block the flow of air. Blocking the air suction or exit may 

damage the motor. (Fig2)

      
                             
              Fig1                     Fig2
7. Do not use the appliance to vacuum all the latter things:

lighted stub ,hot ashes and other combustible things (Fig3)

                       

           Fig3                     Fig4

those matter due to oil (Fig4)

sharp matter (Fig5)

                 

                                  

              Fig5                     Fig6
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those tiny powder like power of lime, land plaster etc. They may                 
block the filter bag and the flow of air. It may damage the mot or. 
(Fig6)   
those things that can produce lather like washing powder, cleanser

etc. There may be some bubble blowing from the air exit. Please dry 
it first and then restart it. 

8. Do not turn over the vacuum cleaner. Otherwise the water may enter 
the motor to damage it.（Fig7）

Do not use the appliance as a lift pump.
We suggest you do not use it as a producer’s equipment.

                                  

Fig7                       Fig8

9. Always remove the plug from the power socket when the appliance is 
not in use and before carrying out any cleaning or maintenance 
operations.

10. Keep the vacuum cleaner away from direct irradiation sunshine and 
the place with high temperature. Heat can deform and discolor the 
plastic parts of unit. (Fig8)

11. Check the hose periodically. Replace it in time if there is any way
damaged. (Fig9)

       

                            

         Fig9                     Fig10

12. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the 
manufacturer or its service agent or a similarity qualified person in 
order to avoid a hazard. (Fig10)
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How to use

1. Ready for use
Connection

Insert the flexible tube into the air intake duct. To do this, slide intake 

duct cover insert the tube and press until it clicks into position. (Fig11)

To remove it, press down the button and pull out the hose. (Fig12) 

                    
                                 

Fig11                   Fig12
To use the blowing function, just need plug the hose into blowing door.

Connect the flexible tube, extensive tube and accessories correctly.
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2. Switch on the appliance
Before use please check the filter bag is installed. Do not work with no 
filter back.
1. While pressing down the cable winding button with one hand, draw out 

the cable. When you find the yellow sign, please draw it slowly. If you 
find the red sign please stop drawing. Insert the plug into the power 
socket. If you need retract the cable, just press down the cable winding 
button. (Fig13)

2. Press the ON/OFF button to switch the appliance on. (Fig14)
                              

       
      

Fig13                Fig14
Change the air power control knob on handle can adjust the suction. The 
greater air door the smaller suction. 
         

Safety Device
When there is full of water in the dust barrel(about 16L), the float   

will be risen and the appliance will stop working. In addition you can 
hear abnormal sound. The power supply hasn’t been cut off yet at that 
time. So cut off the power supply immediately. And spill the water in 
the barrel. Restart the machine. 
When the vacuum is overturned, the float will risen. In that case cut 

off the power supply and upturn the vacuum. 
If you run the vacuum or leave it alone while the float is risen, it may 

damage the motor and lead to fire.
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Maintenance
1. Clean the dust barrel
When finishing cleaning or the suction decreased obviously, cut off the 
power supply and empty the barrel in time.
Refer to the following steps:
(1) Release the lock button and lift the top cover. (Fig15)
(2) Before remove the fi

shake it about 20 times up and down. (Fig16)

                                       
          Fig15                     Fig16

(3) Remove the filter bag and clean the dust in the barrel. (Fig17)
(4) Replace the bag and the top cover. (Fig18)

                                    
Fig17                      Fig18

If you do not empty the barrel in time, the dust in the barrel will emit 
smell. So please clean the barrel periodically. Before use again dry it.
2. Clean the filter
If the filter bag is blocked badly, clean it with water. If you need you can 
use some neutrality cleanser.
(1) Remove the filter bag.
(2) Clean it (Fig19)
(3) Dry it (Fig20)
After dry it replace it according to primary steps. 
Do not use boiled water to clean it or dry it wit fire.
3. Clean the vacuum cleaner and the accessories
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Fig19                  Fig20       
Clean the accessories and vacuum with soft cloth dipping water or 

neutrality cleanser. (Fig21)
(1)Do not clean the body of vacuum cleaner in petrol or oil-like 

liquid. Please wipe it with water or neutral detergent.
(2)When you wipe the appliance please dry the soft cloth by

screwing.
Remove the sundries adhering to the floor brush with old   

toothbrush every month. (Fig22)

                               

         Fig21                     Fig22 
Troubleshooting

Trouble Check Part Resolve
Motor doesn’t 
work Power Plug If it doesn’t plug in, plug in. 

Suction decrease

Hose If hose is blocked, clean it. If straight tube 
doesn’t connect well, connect it well. 

Dust Barrel If there is full of dust or water, empty it.

Filter Bag If it is blocked, clean it.

Hose comes away 
from the seat

Hose 
Connection Plug the hose into the seat.
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Technique parameter

Circuit diagram

Model No. Power Voltage Frequency

XXXX 1400W 220-240V～ 50/60Hz
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220-240~ 50-60Hz1400W

U:
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